CHANNEL NEWSASIA
2016 becomes hottest
year on modern
records as projected,
closing in fast on
consensual safe limit

FORBES
Forbe's top ten
books on
nature and the
environment

CHANNEL
NEWSASIA
Coastal protection
measures up to
safeguard
Singapore waters,
industries from
collision spill

LIGHTER
NOTES

DAILY MAIL
Droid animals gets up
close and personal with
wildlife communities in
TV series

THE INDEPENDENT
Climate change
disappears from White
House website as new
administration takes
over

LIVESCIENCE
Trump's Wall possibly the
next geographical isolation
agent that pushes
endangered species to
extinction along US-Mexico
border

THE STRAITS
TIMES
Stricter, more
holistic
standards for
eco-label in bid
against
regional haze

THE STRAITS TIMES
Government
against, residents
mixed on wildlife
feeding amidst
increase in wild
boar population

CHANNEL
NEWSASIA
Multi-stakeholder
approach a focal
point in discussions
on new marine
wildlife advisory

S’PORE

ENV’TAL

CONSERVATION

NY TIMES
Chinese leaders
joining the fight
against illegal ivory
trade, curbing
corruption in the
process

TODAY ONLINE
Opinion: China
needs more
transparency in
MRV to lead
climate efforts

CLIMATE
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TODAY
A tribute to Singapore’s
vanishing nature
through unique artwork

BIODIVERSITY ROADSHOW
Head down to The Forum (void deck of CLB)
on 16th Feb, 11am-3pm to learn more about
the flora & fauna that calls NUS and SG home!
Various school and student groups, including
NUS SAVE and BES Drongos will be there,
along with Nparks who will be opening up
citizen science projects for volunteers!

Right here Right now
ENERGY CARTA will be holding the Sustainable
Shipping Forum on 21 Feb, 10am-4pm. The
forum is open to all and will feature speakers
from MPA, Maersk and ESI. Topics discussed will
revolve around sustainability issues in the
shipping sector. Sign up here!

Guest Post
In the recently held Share and Care session on the Final Year Projects, one of our seniors,
Sean, shared about his work on evaluating the utility of Ecosystem Services. Intrigued by
the project, we invited Sean to write a piece on his work and early findings. In the following
pages, Sean discusses issues such as the quantification of nature’s value and the finer
nuances of using Ecosystem Services in various levels of decision-making.
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Ecosystem Service valuation
Numbers aren’t simply numbers
Sean Teoh
Anthropogenic climate change and biodiversity loss are both picking up the pace in the
21st century and their projected impacts spare no ecosystem or city. Yet, why do many
organizational and governmental policies seem to somehow ignore this phenomenon? One
of the reasons may be because economic values of nature are not included in the decisionmaking frameworks of governments and managers, and hence environmental impact is not
considered in quantitative analyses.
People who study anything related to biodiversity and ecosystems know that nature
provides us and our global economy with many resources and benefits. In economics, this
would translate into an economic value. Many economists have tried to put values to the
benefits of nature and ecosystems, but later found it difficult to agree with one another on
the accuracy and reliability of these numbers. In fact, valuing nature is so notoriously difficult
that most economists have ignored this issue for so long — the dominant economic
framework and principles being taught globally now simply treat changes in environmental
benefits as externalities! Nevertheless, there has been steady progress in ecosystem service
valuation methods over the decades.
Some people believe that incorporating economic values of ecosystem services into
decisions will allow environmental impacts to be compared more fairly alongside social and
economic impacts. Despite having some truth to it, preliminary results of my honours thesis
suggest three important issues that conservationists, managers and governments should be
aware of when interpreting or using ecosystem service values:
1.

Is the economic value based on use value or non-use value?

Use value is the value attributed to a good or service based on its utility when consumed by
people. Non-use value is the value attributed to a good or service even if nobody has ever
used it or never intend to use it. Ecosystems have both use and non-use values, but it is likely
that the ecosystem service values that you have come across before are based on use
value. This is because most ecosystem service valuation methods measure only the use value
of ecosystems. It is important to understand that the concept of use value inherently places
emphasis on human use of ecosystem benefits. Therefore, it is possible that ecosystem
services which are heavily relied upon by humans for personal benefit or economic growth
have higher values although it may not necessarily be more valuable in terms of maintaining
Earth’s systems in a stable state, and vice versa. Also, note that use values may be distorted
by scarcity. A small, ecologically unviable forest such as Bukit Timah Nature Reserve may be
valued much more highly in Singapore compared to the Amazon Rainforest if based on use
value, simply because there’s not much forest left in Singapore compared to the Amazon. It
is possible that each tree in Singapore be valued more than each tree in the Amazon due to
its scarcity, although the Amazon Rainforest may more viable in the long-term as a reservoir
of life. This concept of scarcity may also be why we tend to place more emphasis on
endangered species.
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2.

Is the geographical scale at which the value was generated appropriate for your use?

There are many valuation methods that exist for different ecosystem services, some involving
field studies and some involving modelling approaches. Understanding the basis for which
values are derived is essential to making more informed decisions. If you have studied
economic valuation of nature before, you would know that every valuation method has its
advantages and disadvantages. Apart from their pros and cons, another key consideration
is the scale at which these methods generate ecosystem service values. In my thesis, I
derived global ecosystem service values in international dollars per hectare per year at the
global scale using a benefit transfer approach. These values are represented as a raster grid
(0.25 decimal degrees cell size). Values derived from my study are only appropriate for use
at the global or continental scale and not for local-scale decision-making because the
method I used may not account for environmental variations at much smaller scales. In the
same way, values derived at the local-scale may not make sense when you extrapolate it
to the world without conducting a meta-analysis. This is because global forces leading to
large-scale environmental variations might not be detected at the local-scale.
3.

Is there double-counting in the ecosystem service values?

Ecosystem services are commonly divided into four broad categories: provisioning services,
cultural services, habitat and supporting services and regulating services. Many people who
first learn about the ecosystem service framework are not aware of potential double
counting of ecosystem service values. In the same way that conventional economists only
count the value of final goods and services produced in an economy when calculating
gross domestic product, many environmental economists have started to count only the
final goods and services produced by ecosystems when calculating total ecosystem service
values. It is important to be aware of the issue of double counting when analyzing
ecosystem services from an economic perspective because double-counting would lead to
overestimation of ecosystem service values. Many habitat and supporting services and
regulating services are likely contributors to double-counting of values so it is wise to look
through each of them carefully and decide whether or not they should be removed when
calculating total ecosystem service values.
In general, after working on ecosystem service valuation for my thesis, I feel that it is
important to consider both qualitative and quantitative data when examining alternatives
for decision-making. There are some things that numbers can tell you, and some things that
they can’t. The same goes for qualitative data. Analyzing them together ensures that
you’ve got as many aspects of a problem/issue covered.
My thesis is not yet complete but these are three important issues that I have come across or
thought about based on preliminary results. I hope that it made for an interesting read.
If you are interested to find out more about my thesis or to just have a chat about
environmental issues, you may contact me at teoh.shi.hao.sean@gmail.com.

